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Abstract 
 
DAVENNE ESSIF: From Historical Site to Art Museum: Xu Bing’s Tobacco Projects Durham 
and Virginia 
(Under the Direction of Daniel J. Sherman) 
 
Examining the development of Xu Bing’s Tobacco Project from its first to its third 
iteration, I argue that in addition to changes in the work itself, the installation’s changing 
display spaces have influenced scholarly and critical interpretation of its core message. In 
published responses to this project, scholars have extracted a variety of meanings from the 
displays. They have moved from interpreting Xu’s work as a passionate stand against the 
tobacco industry, framed by his father’s untimely death from lung cancer, to an ambiguous 
installation that explores both positive economic benefits and negative health effects of 
tobacco. I argue that changes to this discourse were heightened as critics and scholars 
responded to Tobacco Project’s interaction with the established narratives of the spaces in 
which the project was displayed. To focus my study, I concentrate on the differences 
between the Tobacco Museum and Duke Homestead in Durham, North Carolina, where Xu 
first installed a portion of his work, and the Virginia Museum of fine arts in Richmond, 
where Xu displayed his third project. Using the field of critical museum studies as a guide, 
I explore the differences between a museum dedicated to a positive tobacco history and a 
public fine arts museum that may have affected Tobacco Project’s own narratives. I 
conclude that space has played an inextricable role in the presentation and reception of Xu 
Bing’s Tobacco Project.
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Introduction 
In November 2000, Chinese contemporary artist Xu Bing’s Tobacco Project first 
opened to the public in Durham, North Carolina. As a piece of public art, portions of this 
installation were placed in three different locations in town to underscore its attachment to 
the city that had motivated its creation. When he first arrived in Durham two years earlier, 
Xu found inspiration in the paradox of a city known both for its successful tobacco industry 
and pioneering lung cancer research facilities. Grounding his artwork in extensive historical 
research, Xu thus created a variety of pieces meant to capture both the positive and negative 
economic and social impacts of tobacco. Through the inherent irony of the city and the 
intentional contradictions of his art, Xu hoped to spark dialogue among his viewers about the 
plant and the constantly shifting historical opinions that surround it. In the eleven years after 
the first month-long display, Xu updated and re-installed Tobacco Project twice more, each 
time incorporating both historical and material ties to new locations and each time including 
both neutral and critical investigations of the tobacco industry and its products. Yet critical 
and scholarly responses to the three iterations record what appears as a significant shift in the 
project’s core meaning. Though this shift remains largely unacknowledged in these 
examinations of the project, it is central to understanding Xu’s work in each of its new 
surroundings. Originally designed as a site-specific installation and re-inspired by each new 
location, Tobacco Project’s meanings and messages are tied to the display spaces in which it 
shows. Because of this, understanding the layers contributed by the surrounding spaces will 
not only illuminate the political implications of Xu's work, but will also help to illustrate the 
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ways in which interactions of art and space bring out new and unintended meanings in both 
works of art and the institutions in which they are placed. 
Douglas Crimp, a critical museum studies scholar engaging directly with site-specific 
and installation art, writes that such artwork actually comes to “belong to its site; if its site 
were to change, so would the interrelationship of object, context, and viewer.”1 In other 
words, installation art draws much of its impact from its interaction with surrounding display 
spaces (and vice versa).  Examining this relationship from the perspective of the public 
museum, Tony Bennett, another critical museum studies scholar, argues that museums often 
co-opt pieces into their own particular institutional narratives and histories. In order to 
understand this influence, Bennett writes that “in addition to what gets shown in museums, 
attention needs also to be paid to the processes of showing, who takes part in those processes 
and their consequences for the relations they establish between the museum and the visitor.”2 
In other words, the conditions of an object’s display—not only the space but also the people 
involved in the process and the ways in which viewers are engaged—manifest the various 
institutional narratives at play and their ultimate effect on the perceived meanings of the 
objects shown.  
From its conception, Tobacco Project, as part of this legacy of site-specificity and 
museum display, was both inextricably tied to its display spaces and seemingly changed by 
each of the institutional narratives surrounding it. The shifting emphases of the critical and 
scholarly dialogues surrounding this work illuminate such changes. Perceiving the first 
project as a haunting work centered on “bodily vulnerability and personal tragedy,” critics 
                                                 
1Douglas Crimp, On the Museum’s Ruins (Massachusetts and London: MIT Press, 1993), 154. 
 
2Tony Bennett, Birth of the Museum: History, Theory, Politics (London: Routledge, 1995), 103. 
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wrote that Xu’s work “certainly implies culpability of the tobacco industry for the damage to 
his father’s body.”3  Reviewing the second installation, however, critics and scholars no 
longer emphasized the personal or critical implications of the work, writing that this Tobacco 
Project “rather studiously avoided the locally unpopular subject of smoking's deleterious 
effects.”4 By the third iteration of the work, any initial perception of a passionate critical 
message disappeared from the discourses. Critics instead wrote that Tobacco Project “as a 
whole” was “an expansive exploration of the significance of one of the world’s most 
commodified plants.”5 Thus, over time responses moved away from a focus on the project’s 
controversy and towards an emphasis on its artistic neutrality.  
While shifts in the work’s content have certainly contributed to these changes in 
perception, they cannot account for the full extent of the development. When discussing the 
three iterations of Tobacco Project Xu, critics, and scholars alike most frequently treat the 
three separate bodies of work as relatively continuous. They acknowledge the modification 
and even removal of some elements over time, but none pursue any differences between each 
installation’s perceived intentions. Instead, another significant change has contributed to the 
altered interpretations of Tobacco Project’s core message: each project has been held in 
different display spaces that have contributed disparate layers of meaning to the installation. 
The first iteration, Tobacco Project: Durham, was installed in multiple spaces that were not 
otherwise intended to hold art: a library, a historical museum dedicated to tobacco, and a 
                                                 
3Nan Enstadt, “On Grief and Complicity: Notes toward a Visionary Cultural History,” in The Cultural turn in 
U.S. History: Past, Present, and Future, eds.  James W. Cook, Lawrence B. Clickman, Michael O’Malley 
(Chicago: Chicago University Press, 2008), 321. 
 
4Lisa Movius, “Report from Shanghai: Where There’s Smoke,” Art in America (2005), 45. 
 
5Sarah Kirk Hanley, “Contemplating Nicotine: Xu Bing’s ‘Tobacco Project,’” Feb. 10 2012, 
http://blog.art21.org/2012/02/10/ink-contemplating-nicotine-xu-bings-tobacco-project/. Accessed March 1, 2012. 
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preserved tobacco farm and homestead from the late nineteenth century. The subsequent 
projects, however, moved into specific art spaces: the second iteration, Tobacco Project: 
Shanghai, was installed in part in a fine arts gallery and the third project, Tobacco Project: 
Virginia, was held entirely in the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts (VMFA). As the project 
moved through these spatial transitions, it interacted differently with the historical and 
institutional narratives within each environment. In the Tobacco Museum and Duke 
Homestead it stood in high contrast to the facilities’ grand historical narratives, while at the 
VMFA the accompanying interpretive labels situated it within the institution’s art historical 
narratives. By documenting varying responses, the critical and scholarly discourses 
surrounding the Tobacco Projects have thus, however inadvertently, recorded significant 
perceptual changes generated by interactions of project and space, thereby illuminating the 
importance of display arrangements and locations in interpreting works of art. 
Despite these complex interactions, few critics and scholars ever attempt to 
emphasize the importance of display spaces on Tobacco Project. Art historian Wu Hung, 
however, does mention the great influence the Tobacco Museum and Duke Homestead had 
on the first installation.6 He writes, “As I see it, regardless of whether the artist’s intent was 
to lay the tragedy of his father’s death at the feet of the tobacco industry, his projection of the 
records of that death onto the walls of the warehouse in Durham created an acute moment of 
conflict.”7 Here and elsewhere, Wu thus insists that aspects of the project, as they appeared in 
                                                 
6Critic Vicki Cheng also briefly acknowledges the Tobacco Museum displays in her newspaper article “Art is 
Irony in the Bull City.” Describing Traveling Along the River, Cheng writes, “At the Duke Homestead, where 
cigarette ads are displayed behind glass cases, a rope length of cigarette sits on a long Chinese painting, burning 
slowly, filling the space with its choking incense.” Vicki Cheng, “Art is Irony in the Bull City,” Durham Herald 
Sun, November 4, 2000. 
 
7Wu Hung, “From Durham to Shanghai:  Xu Bing’s Tobacco Project,” in Wu Hung on Contemporary Chinese 
Artists. (Hong Kong: Timezone 8, 2009), 156. 
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contrast to various elements of the museum and homestead, appeared to revolve around pain 
and harm and so produced what appeared as a negative statement about tobacco. Yet, like 
other authors, though he acknowledges the role that space plays in the interpretation of Xu’s 
work, Wu does not turn his full attention to the installations’ surroundings. For my thesis, I 
will therefore focus on the ties between project and space, and the transformative effects such 
ties have had on Tobacco Project’s perceived messages. 
Because of the extensive body of smaller works that comprise the whole of Tobacco 
Project, it is necessary to limit the scope of this paper to a few comparisons in order to more 
effectively examine the evolution of critical and scholarly discourse. For these purposes, 
Tobacco Project: Durham and Tobacco Project: Virginia provide the clearest contrasts. As 
the first iteration, the Durham project serves as the basis for the two subsequent works, and 
encompasses the large majority of the pieces still included today. Furthermore, the only 
project to include Fact, and to separate the three works (Fact, Longing, and Traveling) from 
the larger body of the installation, this project set the foundation for a very particular critical 
response to Xu’s work. For the second installation in Shanghai, however, Xu made changes 
that contributed to a different interpretation of the work. Removing key pieces and adding 
others, he placed a large portion of this installation in an art gallery. The interpretations of 
this project responded to these significant differences and began to record a more removed 
opinion of the work and its intent. The changes in critical response became even more 
apparent during Tobacco Project: Virginia. The most recent project to date, it was the first to 
show exclusively in an art museum. No longer a “public artwork,” this installation included 
textual labels for each piece, written by museum staff and leading viewers to very specific 
conclusions about the work.   
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In my first chapter, I begin by discussing the general history behind the project’s 
three iterations to date. I address the basic logistics of where and how they were displayed, as 
well as each show’s connections to earlier projects and their unique geographical locations. 
This chapter also includes a brief overview of Xu Bing, his other artistic accomplishments 
and projects, and the controversies they have provoked. Despite his viewers’ perception of 
critique, Xu continues to insist on the banality of his art. Contextualizing the Tobacco 
Projects within this framework may thus help further understand Xu’s insistence on the 
installation’s message, as well as his audiences’ response to the work. 
In my second chapter, I then begin a more in-depth argument by narrowing my focus 
to the first iteration of Tobacco Project and the surrounding museum and homestead spaces. 
Because most sources written on this project insisted that the portion of the installation held 
at the Tobacco Museum and Duke Homestead were the central elements of the work, I 
concentrate on the three pieces placed there. Along with primary sources—comprised of 
newspaper and journal articles as well as published and personal interviews with the artist 
and museum curators—I draw on the methods and resources of the field of critical museum 
studies to construct my argument. Scholars such as Carol Duncan and Tony Bennett, for 
example, who have written on the historical functions of the museum, will provide a 
framework through which I can more clearly look at the constructed spaces surrounding Xu’s 
work. Both Duncan and Bennett argue that museums use their displays to construct a 
hierarchy of social and historical ideals that influence viewer interpretation of the objects 
held within. Tobacco Project’s appearance in such spaces consequently places it within these 
grand institutional agendas and thus affects the way in which the art will be interpreted by 
visitors. 
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Once I establish this broader argument, the work of scholars such as Mark Sandberg, 
Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, James Clifford, and Susan Stewart helps me to conceptualize 
the other objects displayed within the museums alongside the elements of Xu’s installation. 
Clifford, for example, discusses what he calls ‘traces,’ markers of the past intended to evoke 
a “concrete reality of an earlier stage of human Culture, a common past.”8 When looking at 
the Tobacco Museum through this lens, exhibited objects seem to embody such a marker. In 
addition, Sandberg’s discussions of “missing persons” and the “effigy effect” help to further 
dissect the absences displayed within the museum space. Together, these two methodological 
frameworks, along with the others, work to illuminate the museums’ constructed agendas and 
ideals as well as their interaction with the elements of Xu’s work. 
In my third chapter, I turn to a comparative investigation of the third Tobacco 
Project. Because the first project was spread out in exclusively non-art institutions while the 
third installation showed exclusively in a fine arts museum, these two iterations provide the 
clearest contrast to one another. I examine the differences in the informing narratives as they 
shift from historical to art historical and thus place Tobacco Project within a different 
context. The use of interpretive labels in this display guided visitors to view the work within 
the canons of art history and allowed the museum direct influence on their impressions. I 
therefore examine the importance of text and their influences over the apparent meanings in 
and of such displays. 
In conclusion, I insist that, as it established dialogues with surrounding display 
spaces, Xu’s Tobacco Project took on a political valence. Seen in the transition between the 
first and third installations, these messages, however accidental, drew the attention of critics 
                                                 
8James Clifford, “On Collecting Art and Culture,” in The Predicament of Culture: Twentieth-Century 
Ethnography, Literature, and Art (Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1988), 228. 
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whose reviews of Tobacco Project have since come to define it as emotional and neutral, 
intimate and objective, and critical and supportive of tobacco. I thus demonstrate through the 
use of this one project that, despite their ostensibly apolitical goals, spaces like the Tobacco 
Museum and the VMFA uphold histories and ideals that do not simply provide silent 
backdrops to artistic installations. Instead, interactions of work and space can and do bring 
out new and unintended meanings in both art and institution. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 1: Xu Bing and the First Three Tobacco Projects 
 
When asked about the origins of his Tobacco Project, Xu Bing traces it back to his 
arrival in Durham: stepping out of the car, he noticed the marked scent of tobacco in the air. 
Inspired by this first observation, Xu looked to the people and history around him to better 
understand and contextualize Durham’s intimate ties to tobacco. As explained by Duke art 
history professor Stanley Abe, the resulting project was the outcome of a large web of 
historical ties. In the process of a lengthy and intensive search through Durham tobacco 
history, with the help of Duke graduate students, Tobacco Museum personnel, and local 
tobacco farmers and manufacturers, Xu uncovered connections between Durham, NC and 
Shanghai, China. The Duke family, by way of their international business, the British 
American Tobacco Corporation (BAT), sent a branch of their company to Shanghai in the 
late nineteenth-century. This endeavor, which at first met with some difficulties, eventually 
made a huge impact on the country as their brand rose to the top of the tobacco market. Such 
historical connections in turn led Xu to the thematic inspiration for his three projects. 
Because historical background functions as such a pivotal portion of Xu’s project by further 
tying the installation to its surrounding display spaces and locations, this first chapter will 
briefly outline the major points of the tobacco history that inspired this work. It will then 
attempt to generally situate the projects in their display spaces, as a foundation for a closer, 
more detailed look in the following chapters. 
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Tobacco Project: Durham 
Durham, North Carolina’s most famous ties to tobacco history were made through the 
success of Washington and James Duke’s manufacturing and marketing enterprise. Just after 
the Civil War, Washington Duke first turned to tobacco farming to support his growing 
family. He soon realized, however, that a greater potential for profit lay in manufacturing and 
selling the crop. So, with the help of his two sons, Washington began a local tobacco 
business. When his youngest son James succeeded him as manager, he used advertising 
campaigns and mergers to turn the small town business into a large, international 
corporation. In 1889, James brought five major tobacco businesses together to form the 
American Tobacco Company (ATC) and, three years later, merged that company with 
Imperial Tobacco, making him president of the newly-formed British American Tobacco 
Company.9  
Though many brief historical narratives end with this British-American merger, as Xu 
found, the Dukes’ international influence actually expanded beyond involvement in Britain.10 
In the midst of his success, James decided to expand business as far east as possible. 
According to Sherman Cochran, he quickly chose the large port city of Shanghai as his first 
hub because of its large population.11 Despite the size of this new market, James’s company 
                                                 
9John K. Winkler, Tobacco Tycoon: The Story of James Buchanan Duke (New York: Random House, 1942), 75. 
 
10Tobacco Museum displays and films, as well as the Duke University’s history of the family and the Wikipedia 
entry on James B. Duke all include little more than the British and American transactions. 
 
11Though some accounts of this choice cast it as a novel idea, James’s decision followed in the wake of many 
American businesses that had already invested in China’s expansive market through the Opium trade. The 
Opium wars that this trade provoked led China to pass legislation meant to keep foreign business out of the 
country, but the 1895 Treaty of Shimonoseki undid the restrictive legislation and reopened China to foreign 
industry. The opportunity to sell his products in China gave James Duke the possibility of achieving the multi-
national, large-scale industry he had sought for many years. For further discussion see: Sherman Cochran, Big 
Business in China: Sino-Foreign Rivalry in the Cigarette Industry, 1890-1930 (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard 
University Press, 1980). 4-10, 30. 
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did not at first succeed in making a profit: in a culture where people predominantly smoked 
pipes, no one wanted to buy expensive cigarettes.12 Yet, as Cochran recounts the history, 
James was persistent, plastering every province with advertisements and hiring Chinese 
spies, laborers, businessmen, and artists. Eventually, he flooded and won the market, earning 
credit for “bringing tobacco” to the bulk of Chinese citizens.  
As business grew both overseas and at home, so did the Duke family’s wealth, which 
in turn increased their philanthropic efforts in Durham, NC. Their large donations 
transformed Trinity College, a small private college, into the much larger Duke University. 
The family also used its business to sponsor the foundation of many institutions, such as 
Duke Medical Center, and sports teams, such as the Durham Bulls.13 Additionally, their 
burgeoning factories and farms provided enough jobs to attract more and more people to 
Durham, allowing the city and, therefore, the market to continue growing. Even today the 
family’s great impact is felt in Durham as these and other institutions that have since taken 
their name continue to flourish. 
Led by this history and the global impacts of the Dukes’ Chinese tobacco trade, Xu 
hoped to create a project that could incorporate the local and international scale of the 
Duke’s company. By designing an installation comprised of a variety of components that 
would be spread out over many different locations, Xu was able to engage intimately with 
multiple layers of this past. He also carefully chose each display space for its ties to the 
Duke’s legacy, further ensuring dialogues between his work and the family’s history. 
                                                 
12Tobacco originally came over from the Philippines in the sixteenth century. See James A. Thomas, A Pioneer 
Tobacco Merchant in the Orient (Durham: Duke Univ. Press, 1928), 43. 
 
13According to Duke University internet archives, in 1925, James B. Duke bequeathed $4 million to establish a 
medical center and school at Duke University. (For further information see: 
http://archives.mc.duke.edu/history/history.html, accessed March 29, 2012).  In 1912, the Durham baseball team 
took the name of his cigarettes “Bull.” (For further information see: DeMargel, Matt. Durham Bulls Baseball : 
History and Statistical Summary. Durham, NC: Durham Bulls Baseball Club (2008).) 
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Originally proposing Perkins Library on Duke campus, the Tobacco Museum and Duke 
Homestead grounds, and an abandoned ATC factory, Xu ultimately received permission to 
install Tobacco Project: Durham on the Duke campus and at the historical museum and site.  
The display in the Rare Books Library at Duke consisted of elements centered on 
written materials and books that played with old advertising campaigns, historical research, 
and the connection between Shanghai and Durham.14 This portion of the work, however, 
appears less frequently in critical and scholarly sources that instead focus on the three 
elements placed at the Tobacco Museum and Duke Homestead. Though Xu originally hoped 
to display two pieces of his work, Fact and Longing, in an abandoned factory in downtown 
Durham, none of these old buildings met city codes for public use.15 Without other options 
readily available, he turned to Tobacco Museum and Duke Homestead curator Dale Coats for 
help. During his time in Durham, Xu was in close contact with Coats, who helped him 
coordinate trips to local tobacco farms and factories and who showed great enthusiasm for 
Xu’s work. Coats had already agreed to house one piece, Traveling Along the River, at the 
Tobacco Museum for the month-long duration of the project, and so, when Xu asked him to 
also place Longing and Fact on display for two nights, Coats readily accepted Xu’s request. 
Though he later wrote that Tobacco Project was “the most unusual project in my twenty-two 
years at the site,” Coats thus agreed to display the three pieces that would come to be known 
as the “conceptual core” of the project.16  
                                                 
14In this installation Xu incorporated, among other works, a special “Book Drop” box where students could 
deposit their elicited opinions on smoking, a large silk-screened tobacco advertisement on the library floor, 
books made of tobacco leaves placed in a glass display case, small cigarette cases reminiscent of Mao’s Little 
Red Book, and a collection of the library’s own materials to facilitate visitor research. 
 
15Safety issues prevented the use of the ATC factory which had been condemned by the city government. 
 
16Dale Coats. “From the Manager’s Desk…” in Gold Leaf: News of the Duke Homestead Education and History 
Corporation. Fall/Winter (2000-01): 3. 
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The two new additions were placed outside on Duke Homestead grounds, while 
Traveling Along the River, the third element, was displayed inside the Tobacco Museum’s 
temporary exhibition space. In the context of these institutions, each piece worked to 
introduce new narratives into the space. Fact, a slideshow of the medical records that 
chronicle Xu’s father’s death from lung cancer, introduced a theme of loss and danger into 
the space (Fig. 1). Longing, written in neon lights and surrounded by smoke, played with 
ideas of beauty and addiction (Fig. 2). Finally, the third element, Traveling Along the River, 
consisted of a copy of an ancient Chinese hand scroll and a custom-cut cigarette that would 
burn its way across the surface of the print (Fig. 3). This portion of the installation, by 
focusing on a piece of Chinese history, brought China into a space otherwise void of the 
international impacts of the Duke’s tobacco industry. Within the context of the museum and 
homestead, this portion of the project thus temporarily interacted with the Tobacco Museum 
and Duke Homestead’s displays and buildings that otherwise tell the very specific story of 
the Dukes’ rise to success and their economic impact on North Carolina. 
Thus, through his research and ingenuity, Xu developed a project that would not only 
engage with Durham’s more general histories, but also the particular histories and narratives 
told in two unique locations in the city. A small, local, public artwork, Tobacco Project: 
Durham allowed Xu an initial engagement with tobacco that would become the foundation 
for the subsequent iterations of the work. 
 
Tobacco Project: Shanghai 
After the first project, Xu, with his friend, art historian Wu Hung, decided that 
Tobacco Project should run again, this time in Shanghai. As if following the course of James 
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Duke, Xu and acting curator Wu thus coordinated a second project to go on display in the 
city where Bull tobacco first entered the Chinese market. Because of the many historical 
connections, for this project Xu would rely predominantly on the research he had already 
completed, using the same concepts to fuel his work. Many of the elements would reappear, 
but, as the location changed so did the installation and, by the time the exhibition opened to 
the public, most of the elements had been modified, however slightly. In Shanghai, for 
example, Xu secured the rights to display Longing in an old warehouse and, as a result, the 
display became much larger. To fill the entire floor of such a large room, Xu expanded the 
neon writing to incorporate the full text of an old advertisement—this time written in Chinese 
characters (Fig. 4). Similarly adjusting a majority of the other elements as well in response to 
the new surroundings, Xu thus modified his project to incorporate his continuing 
observations and resources. 
In addition to the modifications, Xu also omitted and added some central elements 
from and to Tobacco Project: Shanghai. In the new display spaces of the Shanghai Gallery 
on the Bund and an old tobacco factory, he turned his attention to a closer examination of the 
wealth and luxury that the cigarette industry produced in China. He moved away from his 
personal connection to the topic—Fact, a central part of the Durham project’s moving 
message, disappeared.17 On the other hand, Honor and Splendor, a “tiger skin” rug made 
entirely from cigarettes, was added to the installation (Fig. 5). Named for the brand of 
cigarettes used, this element was intentionally connected to ideas of wealth and luxury. 
Thinking of old photographs that he associates with issues of colonization, Xu remembered 
                                                 
17Xu’s father’s lung cancer records were still part of the installation, but were this time included in a small, 
loosely bound booklet accompanied by tobacco advertisements and insignia. 
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dead tigers acting as a symbol of dominance and power.18 He then connected these ideas with 
James Duke’s take-over of the Chinese tobacco industry and First Class became an 
important aspect of the second iteration. In this way, Xu expanded and contracted the body of 
elements to interact with a new political context for the work.  
Connected to Durham via the ATC, Shanghai acted for both company and project as a 
place of further exploration. Examining the political and historical significance of tobacco 
from the side of Chinese culture, Xu, though hoping to keep the larger body of work the 
same, nevertheless expanded the collection of elements to integrate his changing thoughts. 
Tobacco Project: Shanghai thus became a unique project tailored to its surroundings rather 
than a second display of the first installation. The small and large changes as well as the 
additions and subtractions once again helped pave the way for another project, this time back 
in the old Tobacco Belt of the American South. 
 
Tobacco Project: Virginia 
 After the second display, Xu placed Tobacco Project on hold for a time. Focusing his 
efforts elsewhere, he instead produced many other works for display in both the United 
States and China. In 2010, however, when collector and former museum trustee Carolyn 
Hsu-Balcer approached him with a commission for a tobacco painting for the Virginia 
Museum of Fine Arts, the idea of the project resurfaced. Xu used this invitation as an 
opportunity to create a third unique project for the newly renovated museum. Considering the 
plausibility of the new work’s ties to his other projects, Xu began to realize that tobacco 
                                                 
18See Wu, “From Durham to Shanghai,” 166. Or Betsy McKay, “Virginia’s Slim Pickings for Smokes: Ginding 
Enough Cigarettes Becomes a Drag for a Chinese Artist’s Richmond Exhibit,” The Wall Street Journal, 
September 12, 2011. 
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history could connect his installation even to places less intimately bound than Durham and 
Shanghai. Anywhere tobacco was grown, he could show this art.19 As the title for the third 
iteration suggests (Tobacco Project: Virginia is named for the entire state instead of one city 
as with the first two) the new project would have a more generalized focus. Rather than 
searching for specific ties between Richmond, Shanghai, and Durham, Xu would instead 
survey Virginia’s historical involvement with tobacco and draw connections to his existent 
artwork.  
 Virginia’s tobacco history goes further back than Durham’s to the first colonial tobacco-
growing experiments. An exotic plant from the “New World,” tobacco came to Europe as a 
coveted novelty, but required rich soil and intensive labor that made it impossible to grow. 
Virginia’s large, rich tracts of land, however, along with a milder climate and slave labor 
force were ideal to promoting cultivation of the plant. As tobacco farming became the state’s 
leading agricultural endeavor, Virginian John Rolfe developed a unique “brand” of tobacco, 
“Orinoco.” A huge success in England, this new leaf quickly spread Virginia’s fame 
throughout Europe. Along with a convenient access to waterways and large, international 
ports, Orinoco thus placed Virginia at the forefront of American tobacco production until the 
1800s.20 Then, in 1929 the Philip Morris Company, founded in New York in 1907, began 
manufacturing cigarettes in Richmond, VA. Changing its name to Altria Group in 2003, the 
firm then moved its headquarters to Richmond in 2008, again placing Virginia into a leading 
                                                 
19Told to the author in interview with Xu Bing on September 10, 2011. 
 
20After the Civil War, Virginia’s veritable monopoly on the industry waned as other states increased their 
production of tobacco and made up a larger portion of the international supply. 
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role in the tobacco industry.21 
With this history in mind, Xu began work on his third project.  Again Xu tailored his 
many components to a new geographical location and history, and again many of the 
elements remained the same. First Class, for example, made a second appearance, this time 
in a leading role as the visual symbol of Tobacco Project: Virginia. Despite the similarities, 
Xu again eliminated and added elements to the installation. Both Longing and its Shanghai 
iteration disappeared and a new collection of Virginia tobacco advertisements was used for 
inspiration. Xu developed these advertisements, for example into a unique work, Light as 
Smoke. This 440-pound block of compressed tobacco leaves had a slightly raised imprint of 
the title slogan on its top surface and stood as a new central object in the display (Fig. 6).  
As with the first two projects, Xu thus carefully and intricately developed the 
elements of his installation to incorporate a seemingly effortless tie to a new location. 
Working closely with a new set of graduate students, in a new place, surrounded by a 
different historical relationship with tobacco, Xu created a third unique installation. This 
time, however, a new institutional element was also added to the work. Over the course of 
the opening weekend, the VMFA held a symposium to which it invited many scholars who 
drew out the importance of another history: Xu’s personal and artistic biography. 
 
Xu Bing’s History 
In conjunction with the historical relation to tobacco, Xu’s Tobacco Project can also 
be seen as connected to his own life history. In addition to the role his father’s death played 
                                                 
21Altria Group, “The Altria Group of companies has a strong American heritage stretching back more than 180 
years.” http://www.altria.com/en/cms/About_Altria/At_A_Glance/Our_History/default.aspx?src=top_nav. 
Accessed March 21, 2012. 
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in the project, Xu’s artistic background helps contextualize his approach to this topic, and 
helps identify the added history with which his viewers may have approached his art. Born in 
1955, in the early years of the People’s Republic of China, Xu grew up under Mao Tse 
Tung’s Communist regime. The restrictions enforced and changes made under Mao’s 
leadership, especially those involving attacks on the written word, worried Xu greatly. “To 
change the written word,” Xu writes, “is to strike at the very foundation of a culture; to 
reconstruct language cuts to the heart of one’s being.”22 This idea drove much of his earlier 
work, as he focused predominantly on language and its importance to communication and 
society. Over the course of four years, 1987-1991, Xu developed a new, illegible system of 
writing based on a traditional form of Chinese calligraphy. Composing texts from his 
invention and printing them in books and on scrolls, he created A Book from the Sky (or 
Nonsense Writing) (Fig. 7). Many critics felt strongly about this work, one even going so far 
as to label Xu’s new writing “forgery.”23 Others have seen it as “a denial of Chinese culture, 
a criticism of the politics of the Chinese nation-state.”24 Even the Chinese government 
“criticized the exhibit as ‘opposing the laws of art and opposing society.’” 25  
Since these initial critiques, Xu’s work has been interpreted as political and social 
commentary and added to his reputation as a subversive artist working on site-specific 
installations that draw on the history inherent in the location of display. This in turn acted as 
a framework for how critics have approached Tobacco Project from the time of its first 
                                                 
22Xu Bing, “To Frighten Heaven and Earth and Make the Spirits Cry,” Visual Communication 3 (2004), 337. 
 
23Charles Stone, “Xu Bing and the Printed Word,” Public Culture 6 (1994), 410. 
 
24Benjamin Lee, “Going Public,” in Public Culture 5 (1993), 165-66. 
 
25Ibid. 
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installation. Not only is Xu considered one of the leading “experimental” Chinese artists 
whose work is inextricably tied to the space or location of its display, but he is also 
considered a political artist whose work has met with great controversy.26 The critic Valerie 
Doran, beginning an essay on Tobacco Project: Durham, introduces Xu as an artist working 
“within his own framework and with his own subtly revolutionary aims.”27 Similarly, Lydia 
Liu writes, “In nearly all of his works, there is a deep concern for history and a relentless 
questioning of cultural and civilizational symbols.”28 Both critics help demonstrate the 
importance of Xu’s past to his present work, and to assert yet another layer of history on 
Tobacco Project’s rich composition. 
 
Producing his project three times to date, Xu has thus created an intricately composed 
series of three installations. Despite their many connections and the re-appearance of various 
elements, each project stands apart from the others as a distinctive response to its 
geographical and spatial location. Adding new elements and modifying others, Xu created 
not one but three Tobacco Projects whose major themes, in turn, were influenced by 
changing histories, changing locations, and Xu’s artistic past. His reputation as a subversive 
artist, and the political content of the work, led to interpretations of this project as a 
controversial commentary on tobacco. In order to further examine such perceptions, we must 
                                                 
26For more information on experimental Chinese art in the last decade of the twentieth-century see: Wu Hung, 
Huangsheng Wang, and Boyi Feng. Reinterpretation : A Decade of Experimental Chinese Art : 1990-2000 
(Guangzhou: Guangdong Museum of Art, 2002). 
 
27Valerie C. Doran, “Xu Bing: A Logos for the Genuine Experience,” Orientations 32 (October 2001), 80. 
 
28Lydia H. Liuo, “Aroma of Death: Thoughts on Xu Bing’s Tobacco Projects,” translated by Jesse Robert 
Coffino, (2004), 3. 
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now move to a closer, more detailed look at Tobacco Project: Durham and Tobacco Project: 
Virginia. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 2:  
Rewriting Narratives: Tobacco Project: Durham, the Tobacco Museum, and Duke 
Homestead 
 
Seen variously as an homage to Xu’s father, a critical commentary on tobacco, and a 
complicated revisiting of the American monopoly of the Chinese tobacco market, Tobacco 
Project: Durham left viewers and critics moved but somewhat troubled. Centering on China, 
the bodily effects of tobacco, and people who have lost their health to cigarette addiction, 
Fact, Longing, and Traveling Along the River contrasted with the established narratives of 
the Tobacco Museum and Duke Homestead. While typically any lack within their 
constructed histories may go unnoticed, Xu’s (con)temporary project emphasized the missing 
information by speaking to themes that  the institutions have otherwise erased. Suddenly, the 
Dukes’ was not the only personal story told at this site, the American economy not the only 
one affected by this enterprise, and the body unable to remain healthy during cigarette 
consumption. Though Xu perhaps intended Tobacco Project: Durham as an objective 
examination of tobacco manufacturing and its history, the conveyed messages of both 
installation and space were complicated by the context of the museum and homestead. From 
its conception, this work was a site-specific installation project and as such was inextricably 
tied to its display space.  
As discussed earlier, Crimp has argued that site-specific work actually comes to 
“belong to its site.”29 Furthermore, according to independent scholar and art historian Julie H. 
                                                 
29Crimp, On the Museum’s Ruins, 154. 
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Reiss, “The history of exhibition locale is inextricably intertwined with the history of 
Installation art on several levels. [For example,] physical properties of the spaces...are 
enormously important in installations where the space becomes integrated into the work.”30 
Assuming this perspective, an investigation of the museum space surrounding the Tobacco 
Project in addition to the installation itself will help to more clearly illuminate the particular 
critical and scholarly response to this work. 
As the site where Washington Duke’s legendary tobacco business began, the Duke 
Homestead was designated a National Historic Landmark by the National Park Service in 
1966.31 By 1973, it held a position as one of North Carolina’s State Historic Sites and, under 
the new direction of the State Division of Archives and History, was opened up to year-round 
public access. 32  On their own, however, the grounds themselves seemed, in the minds of 
state officials, to lack sufficient historical context. So, at this same time, the non-profit 
Tobacco History Corporation began canvassing to build a museum on the grounds. The 
corporation hoped that this addition would help to “tell the authentic story of the culture, 
manufacture, and merchandising of tobacco in America.”33 Once founded, this museum 
became an inextricable part of the Duke Homestead. Used to “transport” audiences back in 
time, the museum exhibits help guide and structure visitors’ experience of tobacco history. A 
special place of origin, this site has thus been co-opted for use in a much larger public history 
program, which helps create and re-enact a version of North Carolina tobacco history and the 
family that made it famous.  
                                                 
30Julie H. Reiss, From Margin to Center: The Spaces of Installation Art (Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1999), xix. 
 
31Tobacco History Corporation, Inc. To Preserve a Heritage. Durham: Seentan Print, Inc., 1970s. 4. 
 
32Ibid. 
 
33Ibid., 6. 
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Beginning with the European discovery of the plant and quickly moving through the 
ages from Native Americans to slave-holding plantations and to tobacco’s present uses and 
economic benefits, the museum reminds visitors that this crop, once used as currency, has 
long been a determining factor in the state’s and country’s economic success. The Tobacco 
Museum is also committed to telling the story of the Duke family and their trade, leaving 
little room for other personal accounts and experiences. Yet its constructed narratives leave 
out important aspects of history, particularly Durham’s connection to Shanghai and the social 
and bodily side effects of tobacco. The Dukes’ business in China, for example, though 
historically very important to the company, is never specifically mention in the museum’s 
displays. Instead, the exhibits offer a different and incomplete historical narrative. For 
example, North Carolina’s and China’s populations have significantly higher smoking rates 
than national and international averages, indicating that cigarette industry led to large 
populations of smokers in both areas.34 Moreover, “one-quarter of all the deaths of Chinese 
people aged 35-69 in Hong Kong were attributable to tobacco.”35 In fact, since 1962, when 
the Surgeon General linked tobacco smoke to cancer and other illnesses, tobacco has been 
linked to a plethora of detrimental side effects. The Tobacco Museum, however, though 
officially an unbiased state institution, leaves these issues and their impact out of its displays.  
When aware of such history and statistics, a walk through the Tobacco Museum 
                                                 
34A survey taken in 1999 recorded that nearly thirty percent of North Carolina’s high school students smoked, the 
sixth highest percentage in the US that year while the number of middle school students who smoked was almost 
two-thirds higher than the national average. (For more information see: North Carolina and China see:  North 
Carolina’s Dependence on Tobacco, program script. Chapel Hill: UNC Television, June 25. 
http://www.unctv.org/ncdependence/program1.html. Accessed March 30, 2011.). In China, the year after Xu’s 
work was displayed, 60 percent of the male population smoked and, though only 20 percent of the world’s 
population, consumed 30 percent of the world’s cigarettes. (For more information see:  Associated Press, “China 
lights wet match in bid to snuff smoking,” Durham Herald Sun. May 13, 1992.) 
 
35Associated Press, “China lights wet match…”. 
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displays surrounding Xu’s work highlights these missing pieces of information. Approaching 
from the lobby, the visitor is drawn in by an image of the Duke Family, printed on the wall 
under the heading “Duke Family History.” A laminated book placed underneath outlines the 
family’s story, providing quotes and images describing their success. Behind this partial wall, 
the history of tobacco is told through “artifacts” like the eighteenth-century ceremonial 
tobacco-beggar mask or the pipe and spittoon collections. Sectioned-off under the heading 
“Tobacco Around the World,” the pipes and spittoons, which the museum calls “cuspidors,” 
serve as stand-ins for larger cultures from which they were gathered and their tobacco 
histories. As Eugenio Donato observes, artifacts in general play to “the fiction that they 
somehow constitute a coherent representational universe...[that they] can produce a 
representational understanding of the world.”36 In other words, this display assumes that 
“tobacco around the world” can be summed up and symbolized through a series of objects 
acting as metonyms or referents for entire cultures. Objects like the tobacco-beggar mask 
function as what James Clifford refers to as “traces,” markers of the past intended to evoke a 
“concrete reality of an earlier stage of human Culture, a common past.” 37 This in turn 
reinforces the supremacy and superiority of the present and its narratives, or, in this case, the 
Dukes and their story. Displayed through artifacts, the museum’s constructed history is thus 
given historical legitimacy while the inadequately represented cultures are forced to step 
aside for these larger narratives.  
Moreover, this display both minimizes bodily aspects of tobacco and avoids 
                                                 
36Eugenio Donato, “The Museum’s Furnace: Notes toward a Contextual Reading of Bouvard and Pécuchet,” in 
Textual Strategies: Perspectives in Post-Structuralist Criticism, ed. Josué V. Harari (New York: Cornell 
University Press, 1979), 223. 
 
37Clifford, “On Collecting Art and Culture,” 228. 
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engagement with the international scope of the Duke’s business. The spittoons and pipes 
stand in glass cases on sterile white shelves as if they were vases or some other form of 
pottery. Wall labels indicate ‘artist,’ date, country of origin, and perhaps some fact about 
their manufacture, but their actual use as receptacles for waste is left untold. The 
predominance of “cuspidors” with intricate, aesthetically pleasing designs further removes 
the spittoons from their relationship to the body. The pipes, included in this same display 
area, are also removed from their original uses, though their purpose is more openly 
discussed. The attention paid in the display and wall text to the pipes’ finely carved designs, 
however, guides the viewers towards aesthetics and away from physical uses. Furthermore, 
despite the supposed dedication to “international cultures” none of the objects can be 
attributed to any of the countries, other than the U.S. and Europe, that were key to the BAT’s 
or ATC’s business. 
Opposition to tobacco use is also mostly bypassed in the museum displays. Just 
before the cuspidor exhibit, for example museum visitors would encounter an empty living 
room with a working TV that invites them to imaginatively join James’s family in their home 
for a screening of old cigarette commercials (Fig. 8). Because of the growing controversy of 
the dangers of smoking, broadcast advertisements like these were actually banned in 1971 by 
a Congressional bill, but the museum omits this historical event. 38 Only at the end of the 
displays, in one small exhibit does the museum acknowledge the controversy surrounding the 
tobacco industry. There, three small scrolls are mounted to the wall and contain a chronology 
of quotations about tobacco controversies beginning with King James I. Yet even this display 
seems truncated, as it ends with a quote from 1972 proclaiming the need for a more 
                                                 
38Richard W. Pollay, “Promises, Promises:Self-Regulation of US Cigarette Broadcast Advertising in the 1960s,” 
Tobacco Control 3 (Summer 1994), 141. 
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beneficial attitude of “moderation” (Fig. 9).39 In the midst of the stories of and ‘artifacts’ 
from tobacco’s history, production, and advertisement, success is highlighted as the negative 
is largely ignored. 
Despite the displays, at the time of Xu’s installation, government and social criticism 
of tobacco consumption had recently reached a historic height. In 1993, Richard Klein wrote, 
“we are in the midst of one of those periodic moments of repression, when the [puritan] 
culture…enforces its guilty constraints on society, legislating moral judgments under the 
guise of public health.”40 Between 1997 and 1998, such repression steadily increased. 
Marking thirty years of the tobacco control movement, the 10th World Conference on 
Tobacco or Health was held in August of 1997 in Beijing, China. This conference was meant 
to address not only the ongoing (and problematic) expansion of tobacco companies across 
China but also tobacco use as a “growing epidemic” world-wide.41 The international and 
domestic discussions that stemmed from this conference graced the front pages of 
newspapers almost daily for a year and culminated on November 23, 1998, when the 
attorneys general of forty-six states, the District of Columbia, and five U.S. territories, signed 
the Master Settlement Agreement (MSA) with the major cigarette companies of the time. 
This blanket settlement of numerous lawsuits was meant to compensate states for the high 
costs of smoking-related medical care. Along with making annual payments to the states, 
tobacco companies had to honor certain restrictions on their advertising, marketing, and 
                                                 
39It reads, “1972: Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Daily News With everyone crying wolf in one field or another, what can 
we do but eat moderately, drink moderately, smoke moderately and hold modest hopes for survival?” 
 
40Richard Klein, Cigarettes are Sublime (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1993), 3. 
 
41This was an attempt on behalf of the Chinese Association on Smoking and Health, the Chinese Medical 
Association, and the larger, international public health community to publicize the need for tobacco regulation. 
Judith Mackay, “10th World Conference on Tobacco or Health,” Tobacco Control. 6 (Winter, 1997), 275-77. 
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promotion.42 As these events increased negative publicity on tobacco’s side effects, 
manufacturers lost customers, and many went bankrupt.  
As they made their way through Tobacco Project: Durham, then, visitors could have 
seen a critical message that Xu Bing and the Tobacco Museum did not intend. Entering 
through the museum’s exhibits to access Xu’s work, visitors may have noted the 
contradiction between the museum’s narratives and those prevalent in the contemporary 
press. After walking through the early Duke history and tobacco production displays, viewers 
would have seen Xu’s Traveling Along the River. This partially unrolled replica of an ancient 
Chinese hand scroll rested on top of a table and a custom-cut (17-foot long) cigarette rested 
on top of it. On opening night, the table would have been pushed partially outside through 
two emergency exit doors at the back of the display room in order to burn the cigarette on top 
of the scroll. Because the museum was and is a non-smoking facility (yet another indication 
of anti-tobacco legislation) the cigarette could not be lit inside. Once outdoors, however, it 
was lit and slowly burned a brown mark onto the image, leaving a trail of ashes behind. The 
process was filmed so that for the duration of the display visitors could continue to see the 
opening event.  
Taken either literally or figuratively, within this display the cigarette caused obvious 
damage and could be understood as engaging with ideas of the “scarring” effects of smoking 
on both people and visual culture. Writing about Traveling’s evocation of physical sensation, 
art critic and scholar Li Tuo observes that “the doubling of space and time—the ancient and 
contemporary, Chinese and foreign—is symbolically captured by the soundless, painful 
                                                 
42C. Stephen Redhead, “RL30058: Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement (1998): Overview, Implementation by 
States, and Congressional Issues,” CRS Report for Congress. redistributed by the National Library for the 
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movement of the ash across the surface of the painting.”43 Wu also reads pain within this 
piece, noting that “what appeared to coalesce from the burning of the cigarette on the picture 
seemed a recollection of harm and pain.”44 Such a recollection ties the injury and damage of 
the Chinese landscape back to a cigarette produced in Durham. This consideration of pain 
and its origins, as well as of the people and cultures it affects, once again, and in a rather 
dramatic way, leads back to Durham’s connection with China and makes even more palpable 
the museum’s lack of engagement with this history. 
In addition to bodily consequences, Xu’s work seems to engage with ideas of visual 
culture. Though in this museum commercial visual culture is represented solely through 
American paraphernalia, China’s visual culture was deeply affected by the British-American 
advertisement campaign. During the BAT’s investment in the Chinese market, the company 
commissioned a great number of Chinese artists to design posters and cards that would 
“adapt BAT’s message to the Chinese cultural setting.”45 In fact, according to Wu Hung, “it 
is no exaggeration to say that in twentieth-century art history, the British American Tobacco 
Company greatly contributed to the emergence and development of a new, commercial visual 
culture in China.”46 Though perhaps not burning a scar onto Chinese art history, the work of 
the BAT in China still had profound and changing effects on its culture. The presence of this 
hand scroll thus reintroduces Chinese history to the broader, Ameri-centric history of the 
                                                 
43Li Tuo quoted by Liuo in “Aroma of Death,” 4. 
 
44Wu, “From Durham to Shanghai,” 155. 
 
45For further discussion on the continuously changing use of images of legendary historical figures, 
representations of various social groups, and fashionable symbols, see Sherman Cochran, Big Business in China, 
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Tobacco Museum and places traditional, “foreign” art in a space where American advertising 
culture dominates.  
Moving out from Traveling to see the other elements of the installation, visitors 
would pass either through the remainder of the permanent exhibits or back through family 
history to access the path to the Duke Homestead. Either way they would understand that this 
historical site preserves the home and tobacco buildings used by Washington Duke to begin 
his tobacco business. They would then follow a candlelit path through the woods to the 
Tobacco Curing barn, and as Abe described, “the first thing they would see were the 
projectors and they would hear the explanatory tapes playing on a loop.”47 These projectors 
and recordings comprised Fact, the part of the show dedicated to the Xu’s father’s death. As 
ghostly projections, his father’s lung cancer records not only tell a different personal story 
from those told by the museum and homestead, but they write their narratives on top of or 
over the Dukes’. 
The person and story that these images evoke stand in high contrast to the effigies 
evoked within the Tobacco Museum displays and Duke Homestead grounds.48 A variety of 
missing people are evoked through a number of display techniques that use wax figures, 
traces, and what literary scholar Mark Sandberg calls the “effigy effect.” Life-size figures, 
both staring coldly at the viewer and positioned with their attention elsewhere, grace displays 
of machines and the general store (Fig. 10). Other people are represented through stand-in 
objects: pipes, spittoons, and various other ‘artifacts’ as discussed above. Yet these all give 
                                                 
47Stanley Abe, interview with author, November, 16, 2010. 
 
48Mark Sandberg, Living Pictures, Missing Persons: Mannequins, Museums, and Modernity (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2003). This book conducts an in-depth study on the display methods used to evoke 
missing people, much of which broadly influences my own examination here. 
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way to what seems to be the bigger, overarching homage to the Dukes. As Sandberg 
discusses, museums often attempt to highlight the markers of human life within “missing 
person” displays because “each mark, scrape, and worn plank bears mute metonymic witness 
to the absent body that imprinted itself on its environment, and [gives viewers] the sense of 
former presence.”49 Furthermore, they often capitalize on the comfortable entrance that the 
presentation of a home allows viewers by “naturalizing the display space.”50 Inside the 
Tobacco Museum the empty living room, seemingly poised for James Duke’s family to 
return, presents a way for visitors to imaginatively enter their story. Outside on the 
Homestead grounds Washington Duke’s tobacco barns again allow viewers a way to “step 
in” to history. This type of “presence” within the Tobacco Museum and Duke Homestead 
allows the viewer to feel a bond to and familiarity with both the family and the plant they 
produced and marketed.  
Xu’s Fact, however, complicates this idea of presence. Rather than comfortably 
recalling family life or a home, it focuses on the disintegration of Xu’s father’s health and, 
ultimately, his death. The prevalent themes of family and legacy are used differently in Fact. 
Rather than success, Xu focuses on loss and its “solemnity and monumental, chilling 
quality,” projecting these haunting themes on to (or over) Washington Duke’s curing barn.51 
In addition, Xu does not use the comfortable traces of a family home to evoke the presence of 
his father, but instead uses the ghostly medical records to evoke his father’s death. The 
resulting layers suggest a hierarchy of narratives, with the records floating on the surface. 
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Emerging from the dark of the forest path, the viewer would have likely engaged with Xu’s 
narrative before Washington’s, thus de-centering the legend of the Duke family and re-
emphasizing the importance of those “characters,” whose lives are equally, but negatively, 
affected by tobacco.  
Critical examinations of Xu’s installation do not miss the personal and possibly 
accusatory themes that Fact evokes. Art critic Lydia Liuo takes note of the “mood of 
melancholy” captured by this display, and journalist Lisa Movius describes Fact as involving 
the “unpopular subject of smoking’s deleterious effects.”52 Pushing even further, Nan Enstad, 
in an article on grief’s role in cultural history, writes that Xu “invokes the intimate 
connections between an individual life and history: the way the self and the body take shape 
in intimate relation with large economic and medical institutions.”53 In doing so, she feels 
that the work “certainly implies culpability of the tobacco industry for the damage to his 
father’s body.”54 Though Abe and Jennifer Farley, both associated with the installation of the 
first project, believe that the relation of Xu’s father’s death to the work was mostly 
“circumstantial” and that the inclusion of medical records was a purely aesthetic choice, the 
critics see something more. Though in no way emphasized at the Duke Homestead or 
Tobacco Museum, with this project the dangers of tobacco are reinstated as “fact.” 
Moving once again, visitors would finish their walk at the Tobacco Pack house next 
door, where they could peer in to a low basement, to see “Longing” written out in blue neon 
light and surrounded by thick, swirling smoke. A seemingly simple portion of the 
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installation, its intimate nature captivated viewers. Wu’s analysis of this portion of the 
installtion, for example, notes its tantalizing aesthetic. “The viewer is drawn,” he writes, “to 
this vision of misty beauty and in an instant forgets where he is exactly.”55 This reaction 
recalls Klein’s investigation of the sublime, a sort of painful beauty, which he sees as 
inherent within the act of smoking.56 In addition to this aesthetic attraction, the word 
“longing” also brings up ideas of need, desire, and ultimately absence. In many ways, this 
portion of the project seems to echo the themes of Fact, evoking a pining for a dead relative, 
as well as the physical addiction to smoking, thereby highlighting additional elements 
missing from Tobacco Museum displays. 
The museum instead attempts to keep in line with what critical museum scholars have 
identified as ideas of “good taste.” Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett defines this concept as an 
exhibitionary ideal of the human body perpetuated within museum displays that insists on the 
body’s perfections, impenetrability, and whole health. She writes, “The body in good taste is 
complete as given...and resplendent in its ‘self-sufficient individuality.’” “Moreover,” she 
notes, “good taste obviates excessive consumption,” and it evokes or includes a sense of 
“timelessness.” 57 As discussed above, the Tobacco Museum’s displays neither address the 
negative health effects of smoking nor the possibility of dependency and death. Even the 
museum’s display of “cuspidors” glosses over as much as possible of the connection between 
the vessels and their actual uses as waste receptacles, which acts to further avoid engaging 
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with an incomplete body that must spit out what it cannot consume.58  
In conjunction with Fact, however, Xu’s Longing denies the restrictions inherent in 
such ideas of “taste.” While it does not, in itself, display or incorporate a human body, it does 
suggest the emotion, the psychological or physical need that could lead to the undoing of 
such “a body in good taste.” Bodies full of “longing” for the emotional and/or biological 
well-being of a cigarette are neither isolated nor independent. In fact, dependency is what 
renders most smokers unable to quit. According to a documentary on North Carolina’s 
tobacco dependence, “more than 80% of those who try to quit will relapse over the next 
weeks or months.”59 In addition, Longing works with Fact to evoke the process of decay that 
denies the body’s nature as self-contained. During illness, it must fight against an invasion, 
and with cancer must fight against itself. Fact thus engages issues of such a struggle, while 
Longing suggests the process that led the body to this state. In both cases, the suggested or 
implicit ideas of the body are neither immune to nor isolated from outside forces, but instead 
remain open and vulnerable.  
With this installation, Xu had the potential to illuminate the particular and incomplete 
narratives established in the Tobacco Museum’s constructed space that might otherwise 
remain unnoticed.  Many critical museums studies scholars agree that because museums 
present the semblance of complete narratives, visitors often overlook the missing information 
and histories. Moreover, as Carol Duncan observes, museums are locations in which the 
“civilizing” and normalizing rituals of a society are played out and reinforced. She argues 
that they generate ideology by “offer[ing] up values and beliefs…in the form of direct 
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experience.”60  They act as microcosms “that publicly represent beliefs about the order of the 
world, its past and present, and the individual’s place within it.”61 Finally, because of their 
claim to provide objective information about their surrounding societies, these spaces have 
the power to shape both the ways in which society is seen and those in which it sees itself.62 
In this case the emphasis placed on the Duke family, the superiority of American culture, and 
the positive messages surrounding the tobacco industry create a specific and biased system of 
belief. The ways in which visitors are invited to interact with these narratives, through the 
living room and general store settings as well as the grounds of the Homestead, give them a 
chance to reenact and reinforce the ideologies championed therein. Perhaps, then, with 
Tobacco Project: Durham Xu’s critique could be seen to extend to the Tobacco Museum and 
Duke Homestead. By disrupting the focus on the Dukes, revisiting ideas of the vulnerable 
body, and highlighting various pieces of missing information, Xu’s art refocuses attention 
onto the museum’s inherent omissions and ultimately draws attention back to the space itself. 
Despite its ‘democratic’ and inclusive goals, the Tobacco Museum and Duke 
Homestead leave many aspects of tobacco’s history out of their narratives and display spaces, 
particularly (though not limited to) tobacco consumers, bodily interactions and effects of 
smoking, and Durham’s “China-connection.” Xu’s Traveling Along the River, Longing, and 
Fact, however, together undo and replace the institutions’ stories with something different. 
Through potentially accidental interactions with the surrounding exhibition spaces, this work 
brings China, lung cancer patients, and the fragile human body back into the tobacco 
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narrative, thereby highlighting and subverting the constructed histories of the display space. 
Such interactions, despite collaborators’ insistence to the contrary, drew out the critical 
aspects of Xu’s work, which critics and scholars recorded as emotional, intimate, and 
opposed to the tobacco industry.  
Yet, through its close interactions with changing display spaces, Tobacco Project has 
since been reinterpreted. Moving first to Shanghai where it was seen as much less critical or 
controversial, the installation then went to Virginia where critical and scholarly discourse 
defined it as a balanced and even politically “neutral” display. A brief look at the Shanghai 
iteration and a more in-depth comparative examination of the Virginia project will, in the 
next chapter, help to further illuminate the processes and results of these shifts.
  
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 3: 
Recontextualization: The VMFA and a New Interpretation of Tobacco Project 
 
 
Eleven years after the Durham installation, Tobacco Project: Virginia opened at the 
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts (VMFA) in Richmond on the evening of September 9, 2011. 
Housed in two connected gallery spaces rather than two separate venues around the city, it 
was the first Tobacco Project to be concentrated solely inside one building.  All of the 
installation’s elements stood together in one space, a placement that transparently positioned 
positive and negative qualities of tobacco side by side. The newly concentrated location also 
allowed one institution, the VMFA, to situate the entirety of Tobacco Project within its larger 
programs and narratives through the use of promotional publicity, wall text, an exhibition 
catalogue, and a weekend-long symposium designed to inform audiences about Xu Bing and 
his work. These efforts, which fall under the museum’s self-described 
educational/interpretive goals, once again surrounded the Tobacco Project with a specific set 
of constructed narratives. 
Yet Xu’s project did not immediately move from the Tobacco Museum and Duke 
Homestead to the contrasting VMFA. In the interim, the work showed in a fine arts gallery 
and abandoned tobacco warehouse in Shanghai. A brief glimpse at the critical and scholarly 
response to this installation helps to contextualize the discourse into which the Virginia 
project entered. Critical response to Tobacco Project: Shanghai represents the work as much 
more focused on the intercultural tobacco trade and wealth and deems it, in some cases, 
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“much less ambitious,” than the first project.63 Lisa Movius, in a response to the installation’s 
opening, attributes the change to an attempted navigation of the political atmosphere in 
Shanghai. “Tobacco use,” she writes, “remains politically accepted and socially encouraged 
in mainland China…[so] Tobacco Project: Shanghai thus rather studiously avoided the 
locally unpopular subject of smoking’s deleterious effects.”64 In other words, in response to 
the changed political and social systems of the new location, Xu altered the contents of his 
work to diminish their emotional and critical impact. Wu upholds Movius’s response, 
attributing a drier political feeling and less confrontation to the second project. Like Movius, 
he attributes this change to the location, but unlike the critic he gives a more in-depth 
description of the gallery’s effect on Xu’s concept. According to Wu, Tobacco Project: 
Shanghai was intended to interact with the apparent luxury of the marble display spaces and 
so centered on themes of wealth and power.65  
In addition to these identified, intentional changes, the new space did not contain the 
same possibilities for spontaneous interactions as the Tobacco Museum and Duke 
Homestead. The Shanghai Gallery of Art held no dominantly established tobacco narrative or 
permanent, “historical” exhibitions that told of or evoked a particular group of missing 
people. Though Xu still included pieces on his father’s death, a new “projection” took up the 
central position that Durham’s Fact had previously held. Perhaps in response to the changed 
focus of the space, Xu omitted Fact from the installation, and instead chose to incorporate, 
Window on Pudong (Fig. 11). For this piece, Xu superimposed images of nineteenth-century 
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cityscapes, cluttered with tobacco factories and warehouses, onto the gallery’s picture 
windows so that visitors would look out “on the Bund and Pudong of today through the past 
of those places [in the images].”66 He thus, once again, wrote a narrative over a unique 
feature of the gallery, but the changed space and orientation affected confrontational nature 
of the work. The Shanghai Gallery of Art does not attempt to construct a particular historical 
narrative of the surrounding city. So a historic scene of the skyline with old, operational 
tobacco factories here lacks the critical efficacy of projecting the artist’s father’s medical 
records onto the side of Washington Duke’s barn. The differing ways in which these two 
projections engage with their spaces demonstrates the power of the Durham project to 
highlight erasures and to engage with the elements of display in ways that the Shanghai 
installation could not.  
Following the critical understanding of the Shanghai installation, Tobacco Project: 
Virginia’s perceived objectivity did not come as a surprise. Yet the extent to which the 
museum’s narratives reinforced this objectivity and further removed the work from any 
controversy can further illuminate the role that institutions have played in the interpretation 
of Xu’s work. Unlike the Tobacco Museum and Duke Homestead, the VMFA perpetuates the 
canons of Western art history and emphasizes the aesthetic and artistically nuanced 
complexities of the art housed within its displays. Thus, during this installation, despite Xu’s 
continued engagement with the negative side of the tobacco industry, the work’s previously 
publicized involvement in international tobacco debates fell from the spotlight as particular 
art historical significance and aesthetic qualities came to the fore. Responding to this shift in 
emphasis, newspaper and journal coverage of the exhibit portrayed Tobacco Project: 
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Virginia as an objective examination of the tobacco industry removed from political debates 
by its artistic nature. Responding to the installation’s new containment within the VMFA and 
its art historical programs and narratives, critics and scholars thus reinterpreted Tobacco 
Project: Virginia and, instead of revisiting old investigations of the work, initiated new 
discourses that focused on the previously polemical project’s balanced view and aesthetic 
excellence. 
 The Virginia project’s setting within a state-run art historical institution differed 
significantly from the Tobacco Museum in Durham. The VMFA, rather than centering on the 
gift and history of a donated property like the Duke Homestead, was built around private art 
donations and so focused on different exhibitionary narratives.67 Since it opened in January 
of 1936, the VMFA has expanded five times to accommodate its continuously growing 
collections of art, and with its most recent addition in 2010, used the increased space and the 
projected number of visitors it would attract to refine and reinforce their institutional goals 
and programs.68 According to its current website, “[the] VMFA is a state-supported, privately 
endowed educational institution created for the benefit of the citizens of the Commonwealth 
of Virginia. Its purpose is to collect, preserve, exhibit, and interpret art, to encourage the 
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study of the arts, and thus to enrich the lives of all.”69 Like the Tobacco Museum, this 
institution thus proclaims its status as a state-supported, educational institution intended to 
benefit local audiences. Yet, it also makes a clear distinction: this institution is meant to 
“collect, preserve, exhibit, and interpret art.” By the opening of Xu’s project in September 
2011, the museum had, with these various improvements, attempted to reinforce its position 
as the educational and interpretive mediator between audiences and its collections through 
updated public relations programs and facilities. 
Not only did the museum’s reinforcement of its interpretive institutional function 
surround Xu’s Tobacco Project: Virginia, the 2010 renovations also acted as the spark for 
the installation’s commission. As discussed earlier, Xu did not plan this iteration of the work 
as he had the Shanghai project, but developed it out of a commission from Hsu-Balcer.70 
Excited to welcome the contemporary installation into its space, the museum held a 
weekend-long symposium on Xu and his art practices in the newly renovated Leslie Cheek 
Theater, publicized the show to their expanding list of members and patrons through a 
refreshed website, and offered Xu and his assistants use of the expanded museum space to 
work on various elements of the installation. Motivated by the VMFA’s expansion, Xu’s 
third Tobacco Project was thus brought into the museum’s educational and interpretive 
program, and the museum’s institutional voice became a defining factor of the work’s 
reception. 
Participating in a legacy of public museum operations, the VMFA chose to involve 
itself in viewer experience and interpretation of the installation. According to the historical 
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scholarship in critical museum studies, museum programs have often used art history to 
create order within their exhibits. Originating from the collections of “an elite desirous to 
know the past, in all its forms, through the possession of its remnants,” museums used 
“[historical] classification, [to] mediate [between]…the visitor and the art on display,” 
allowing audiences to see and understand the “invisible order of significance that they [the 
objects] have been arranged to represent.”71 In other words, art history acts as an “invisible” 
ordering system through which museums present objects as parts of a coherent whole.  
In the VMFA the imposed art historical system of classification and categorization 
can be seen in the displays surrounding Xu’s project. To reach the gallery that held Xu’s 
work (a gallery built in 1970), visitors had to walk through a series of display rooms 
organized chronologically and culturally into distinct exhibitions. Walking along the great 
tapestry halls, lined with impressive woven images of such Biblical figures as Moses and 
historical figures as Louis XIV, visitors could also peer into separate rooms housing ancient, 
Renaissance, Baroque, and eighteenth century Western art collections. Emerging from this 
visual representation of art history into Evans Court, visitors would then find themselves 
facing an African art gallery, their view framed by columns and arches evoking classical 
architecture. Only then, after the walk through a specifically constructed history of art, would 
the visitor see, marked by a large yellow banner, the entrance to Xu’s display. The visual 
path to the installation thus led visitors through a categorized narrative that placed Tobacco 
Project within its invented ordering system.  
Further adopting widespread museum practices, the VMFA used text to accompany 
these visual, categorical cues. As Wolfgang Ernst writes, “Historical narrative…of course 
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required the supplementation of visual perception by textual catalogs. Beyond the pure 
inventory of numbers and titles the catalog provided in addition critical examination and 
object interpretation.”72 In other words, museums have developed interpretive texts to guide 
visitors through their displays and further guarantee that their narratives are understood. For 
Tobacco Project, the VMFA used text to actively and explicitly engage visitors in its own 
interpretation of Xu’s work. Unlike the Tobacco Museum and Duke Homestead, which made 
no attempt to interpret the installation or explicitly situate it within their space, the VMFA 
actively sought to place Xu’s art within its narratives by providing viewers context through 
the lens of institutional programs.73 Working in tandem with nearby displays, explanatory 
labels emphasized the details of Tobacco Project that correspond with the museum’s 
perpetuated canons and further established a relationship between this work and the 
surrounding displays. As understood by museum consultant Beverly Serrell, an interpretive 
label centered on specific, unifying themes “encourages visitors to become part of the story 
themselves.”74 Thus, in Tobacco Project: Virginia these labels, rather than the intimacy of an 
effigy, ask viewers to “step in” to the institution’s narratives. In this context, art historical 
connections are clarified and, to a certain extent, emphasized.  
Working to relate Xu’s work to a larger body of artistic practice, the museum 
compares the project to other artists and endeavors. Marcel Duchamp’s L.H.O.O.Q, for 
example, acts as an explanatory comparison for Xu’s Traveling Along the River. Other 
aspects of the project are compared to minimalist sculptures and the work of other Chinese 
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artists such as Ai Weiwei. Yet they do not engage any other contemporary artists dealing 
with issues of smoking and the tobacco industry. The VMFA mentions neither Hans 
Haacke’s Helmsboro Country of 1990 nor Adrian Piper’s Ashes to Ashes of 1995. Haacke’s 
piece, a pack of cigarettes five-feet tall, targeted Senator Jesse Helms by commenting on his 
connections to Philip Morris’s and critiqued the tobacco corporation’s sponsorship of the 
arts. 75 With similarly critical intentions, Piper’s work attributes her parents’ deaths to 
smoking and attempts to speak out against the art shows that have accepted funding from 
Philip Morris.76 By excluding links to these artists whose work critiqued the major 
Richmond-based tobacco company, and instead placing Tobacco Project within a tobacco-
less art history, the VMFA’s highly selective art historical context further removes Xu’s 
work from critical dialogues. 
The impact of the interpretive texts on this installation can be illustrated by a 
methodical examination of the Virginia version of Traveling Along the River. Reaching a 
new length of more than 40 feet, Traveling stood in the middle of the gallery floor, 
confronting viewers almost immediately as they entered.77 This version was made out of 
cotton rather than plain white paper and capped with wooden end pieces, and, thanks to the 
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museum’s recent renovations and its desire to accommodate Xu’s project, the cigarette on the 
surface of Traveling burned fully inside the gallery on opening night.78 Traveling thus 
remained an important aspect of Tobacco Project: Virginia and, despite certain material 
changes, embodied the same act of burning as in the other two works. Yet this Traveling was 
accompanied by an interpretive text that redirected the focus of the work’s meaning. 
Positioned at the beginning of the scroll’s visual narrative and oriented toward the gallery 
entrance, the interpretive label was meant to engage visitors before they examined the piece. 
This label (repeated in the exhibition catalogue) emphasized Traveling’s connections to 
Chinese and European art history rather than the controversies of the tobacco industry. It 
read, “The [ancient] painting that Xu Bing chose [to use in this work, Qingming Festival 
along the River,] is one of the most famous works of Chinese art, dubbed by a prominent 
Western scholar as ‘China’s Mona Lisa.’”79 Thus, “Xu Bing’s piece defaces the image of a 
national treasure, allowing a lowly habit to leave a permanent scar.”80 In this context, Xu’s 
act of “defacing” or “marring” a piece of history becomes more important than his 
engagement with the inherent dangers of smoking. “A lowly habit” seems to leave “a 
permanent scar” not on bodies, families, or the Chinese landscape, but on “the image of a 
national treasure.” This conclusion leads to potential parallels between Xu’s art and 
European-American modernism. According to the label, “[Xu’s] provocative gesture 
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awakens a work embalmed by its canonization. It is similar to Marcel Duchamp’s Dadaist 
gesture of drawing a mustache on a print of Leonardo’s famous lady.”81  
 Placed within such particular art historical dialogues, Traveling’s emotional impact 
diminishes in comparison to its effect during the Durham display.  Despite its “charting [of] 
the paradoxical course of both homage and transgression,” this piece no longer appears to 
emit an impassioned commentary on the inherent danger of cigarettes. Without interpretive 
labels to lead viewers toward specific understandings, the first project left audiences to 
respond individually to the piece. In this situation, as discussed above, many critical and 
scholarly sources interpreted the physical burns on the page as a symbolic recollection of 
harm to both people and societies. In the VMFA, however, the interpretive label removes 
Traveling from these associations by reinterpreting the meaning of the burns; it suggests that 
Xu has used the cigarette to achieve an act of artistic transgression. While it does not exclude 
other readings of the work, this label thus promotes a much different interpretation than that 
of the Durham project. 
 Other elements of the installation further underline its new orientation within the 
VMFA’s narratives. Though Traveling remained a central element of Tobacco Project, the 
other two components of the project’s original conceptual core, Longing and Fact, 
disappeared from the installation. After Durham, Xu eliminated Fact from the installation 
and instead used his father’s medical records for two different portions of the piece, neither 
of which, in the context of the VMFA’s established narratives, appear to “overwrite” any 
historical narratives or assign blame for a father’s death.82 Similarly, Longing was omitted 
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from Tobacco Project: Virginia and themes of light, smoke, and physical desires were 
instead embodied in Light as Smoke, a 440-pound block of compressed tobacco, which stood 
alongside Traveling at the physical center of the first gallery. Though materially different 
from Longing, this piece still evokes the ephemeral qualities of cigarette smoking and, with 
its cloyingly sweet smell, evokes something of the biological or physical themes of the first 
work. Yet, where Longing brought out ideas of desire and need, Light as Smoke engages such 
ideas more subtly, if at all. Moreover, this solid block of tobacco acted in the museum’s 
narrative as another point of comparison between Tobacco Project and art history. 
Comparing the block to minimalist sculptures of American artists like Donald Judd, the 
catalogue also drew connections to contemporary Chinese artist, Ai Weiwei’s A Ton of Tea, a 
one ton block of tea with raised writing on top, from 2005. By omitting Longing and adding 
Light as Smoke, Xu thus, however inadvertently, provided another connection to art history 
that could move the viewers’ attention away from themes of tobacco controversy. 
 Despite the museum’s heightened attention to the art historical and neutral qualities of 
Tobacco Project, Xu had not entirely moved away from the polemical dimensions of his 
subject matter. Traveling and Light as Smoke still engaged with the physically harmful 
aspects of smoking and could still have led viewers to consider the dangers and the blame 
that critics and scholars perceived in the Durham project. Another piece, 1st Class, further 
illustrates Xu’s continued commitment to an examination of the negative socio-political 
impact of the tobacco industry.  
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isolated from the other elements of the work. 
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Without two of the three elements at the core of the Durham installation, Tobacco 
Project: Virginia needed a new “highlight,” and so 1st Class became the central work of this 
iteration. Developed in Shanghai, where it was named Honor and Splendor, this piece 
recreates the form and stripe patterns of a tiger skin rug from cigarettes. Though the Shanghai 
rug still exists, 1st Class had to be made anew because the Shanghai version was too fragile to 
transport. A difficulty encountered during the fabrication of this piece helps to illuminate the 
political atmosphere surrounding Xu’s project. Though the artist hoped to create the rug out 
of donated cigarettes, tobacco companies would not freely give the half million cigarettes he 
needed. In reviewing Xu’s proposal, these companies worried about the ways in which the 
rug could be seen to glamorize cigarettes for young audiences and felt that donating the 
materials for such a piece could thus be seen as an infraction of the MSA.83 As Xu himself 
acknowledges, though much of the most heated debate has passed, tobacco use remains 
controversial, and so, however neutral his stand, in working with this material he cannot 
avoid engaging some of the polemic.84 
 In addition to the coincidental concerns occasioned by the companies’ reluctance to 
support Tobacco Project, the central themes of 1st Class continue to engage political issues as 
they imply a critical view of the tobacco industry. When he first developed this piece in 
Shanghai, Xu Bing was thinking through ideas of colonialism, power, and tobacco. He 
remembered seeing colonial photographs of men holding up tiger skin trophies, asserting 
their dominance over nature and the locals standing beside them. An article in the Wall Street 
Journal quotes him as saying, “‘Usually when you see photos of British colonists, a tiger-
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skin carpet is laid out in front of them, and they're flanked on either side by natives.’”85 In the 
Shanghai Gallery of Art, Xu wanted to highlight connections between the tobacco industry 
and the large profits made by men like James Duke. The Virginia version of this carpet 
remained connected to many of the same themes. The interpretive label for the piece 
explained, “Xu Bing’s piece exploits associations with luxury, status, and domination. The 
beauty of the tiger-skin pattern, its allusions to the dangerous thrill of the hunt, and the 
uncanny allure of the massive display of cigarettes ironically glamorize the addictive pull and 
risks of smoking.”86 This label thus not only suggests the “glamorization” that the reticent 
cigarette companies feared when asked to donate cigarettes for the project, but it also 
references the issues of power, domination, and resulting luxury in the big business of 
tobacco.  
 As evidenced by the themes of 1st Class, Xu did not move away from engaging 
controversial topics or industry critiques, and yet the critical and scholarly discourses 
surrounding this iteration of the project focused on the supposed neutrality of his work. 
Because the contents of the project alone cannot account for this shift in discourse, the 
context of the work becomes paramount in understanding the new interpretations. Not only 
do the histories and narratives of the Tobacco Museum and the VMFA differ from one 
another, the third installation also took place within a much different political climate 
surrounding the tobacco industry.  
After the heated debates of the years surrounding the Durham installation, when the 
MSA (Master Settlement Agreement) of 1997 finally placed restrictions on tobacco 
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companies across the US, the constant front-page news coverage on the dangers of smoking 
began to wane. Instead, more concentrated but less publicized research began on other effects 
of smoking, specifically the dangers of second- and thirdhand smoke (SHS and THS). As 
research uncovered the extent of the dangers associated with residual exposure to tobacco 
smoke, governments around the world began passing bans on smoking in public places such 
as restaurants, bars, and even most work areas.87 The benefits of such restrictions became 
clear almost immediately and many governments around the world, including Virginia’s, 
began passing the regulations.88 By the time of Tobacco Project: Virginia, such restrictions 
had been put into effect to some extent nearly worldwide. Instead of front-page news debates 
about cigarettes’ health risks to smokers, widespread legislative changes had been in effect 
for approximately two years, and any resulting discomfort or disruption had subsided. Thus 
the political climate into which Xu’s third installation entered did not have the same urgency 
or controversy as that of the first. 
  Along with the VMFA’s art historically focused programs, this new political climate 
created a context through which critics and scholars could find a much less passionate 
message in the work. Newspaper reporters and critics alike divert attention from any critique 
Tobacco Project: Virginia might contain. "Tobacco Project is not a scholarly analysis that 
draws conclusions or proposes actions,” writes Ravenal in the exhibition catalogue. “Rather, 
tobacco engages Xu Bing on many levels at once, allowing him to raise questions, make new 
connections, and expand his viewers' awareness. Above all, he sees it [tobacco] as a medium 
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of cross-cultural exchange...[and] appreciates tobacco's unique set of formal properties.”89 In 
a similar description, a Wall Street Journal article insists that Xu wanted “to explore the 
entangled, contradictory relationship people have with one of the world's most widely 
cultivated nonfood crops.”90 The Richmond Times supports this interpretation, writing “The 
exhibit will include positive and negative aspects [of tobacco].”91 Other sources remove Xu 
from any political debates or discourses by insisting on his artistic approach to the plant. 
“Neither a health nut nor a smoker, Xu Bing wanted to restore some neutrality to tobacco and 
examine the plant from an artist’s perspective,” Lilly Wei writes in her ARTnews article 
entitled “Puff Piece.” Placing him as a third party, artistic investigator, Wei removes Xu from 
issues of polemic, by virtue of his position as an artist. Moreover, she emphasizes his desire 
to “examine the plant” rather than the more controversial topic of its uses, which again sets 
him in a more “neutral” position. Rather than recognizing the changes in the project’s 
perceived messages, this new set of interpretations seems to overwrite earlier scholarship as 
it retroactively applies new interpretations of Tobacco Project to the entire scope of the 
work.  
  While such a change in critical and scholarly interpretation may not stem entirely 
from the changed political climate of 2011 or the museum’s focus on art historical 
perspectives, the redirecting of viewer attention within this display certainly contributed to 
the shift. Xu continued to include a negative critique of the tobacco industry, yet responses to 
his work de-emphasized any such engagement. They instead framed the project as an 
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artistically neutral installation. This interpretation of the piece was in turn supported by the 
art historical orientation of the interpretive labels. Traveling, previously seen as a critical 
piece, became an artistic attempt to reinvigorate a canonical hand scroll, and Light as Smoke 
was a part of a minimalist legacy. With aesthetic considerations thus highlighted, Tobacco 
Project: Virginia’s new setting worked to both initiate and fuel a unique body of discourses 
that, like the opinions of the Tobacco Museum and Duke University staff and faculty, sought 
to neutralize Xu’s position on a topic otherwise so filled with controversy. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
Today, Tobacco Project is once again on display. This time, at the Aldrich 
Contemporary Art Museum in Ridgefield, Connecticut, it is placed among other 
contemporary artworks, away from the long, representational histories of the tobacco trade or 
Western art. Its elements remain unchanged from the installation in Virginia; Xu did not 
rework the project to accommodate a new location. Yet an investigation of this project and its 
relation to a new space would almost certainly reveal another transition in the work’s effects. 
As Crimp and others have observed, the meaning of a site-specific work does not remain the 
same when its location changes, but it continually evolves as new layers of interaction rise to 
the surface and bring out otherwise hidden nuances.  
 Transitioning from public art to art museum exhibit, the first three Tobacco Projects were 
nevertheless site-specific works. For each, Xu conducted careful and extensive historical 
research, drawing inspiration for the art from the specific history of each city’s tobacco past. 
He has also, as Wu Hung briefly discusses, responded to the different atmospheres of each 
display space and thus changed or developed the elements of his work to respond to each of 
their surroundings. Fact, a central portion of the Durham installation, disappeared from 
subsequent displays. Longing first grew into a much larger display of neon writing in the 
Shanghai project as a response to the warehouse space in which it was housed, then vanished 
from the display in the Virginia installation. Other works, First Class and Light as Smoke, 
were added to the second and third projects as Xu drew inspiration from his research on 
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Chinese history and his tours of Virginian farms and factories. Tobacco Project thus 
remained in transition during its first three iterations. 
This perpetual refashioning of the project led to many changes in the critical 
responses to the work. Examining the Durham display, critics found a passionate urgency in 
Xu’s art. Many believed that with Fact Xu wished to highlight the tobacco industry’s role in 
the loss of his father, “lay[ing] the tragedy of his father’s death at the feet of the tobacco 
industry.”92 Others emphasized the harm and pain that Traveling Along the River seemed to 
evoke, as the cigarette burned dark scars onto the image of a Chinese landscape. In responses 
to subsequent projects, however, critics attributed a different purpose to the art. Some, aware 
of the first installation and its implications, argued that Xu had removed the negative aspects 
from Tobacco Project: Shanghai because of cultural differences overseas. They wrote that 
Chinese people generally still accommodate and enjoy smoking and still resist the western 
hostility towards tobacco. The critical discourses thus turn to an understanding of the 
Shanghai installation as an artistic engagement with wealth (specifically the money from the 
tobacco industry in China) and the past’s continuing effect on the present. Through this 
explanation of the work’s intent, critics and scholars moved away from addressing Tobacco 
Project’s initial implications. Continuing this trend, the textual analyses and responses to the 
subsequent Virginia installation make no mention of the more evocative elements of Xu’s 
first installation. Instead, they emphasize Xu’s desire to represent both the positive and 
negative aspects of tobacco and respond to his engagement with history and his creation of 
such an impressive number of distinct elements for display. Thus, in contrast to the initial 
                                                 
 
92Wu Hung, “From Durham to Shanghai,”156. 
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awe of Tobacco Project’s intimate nature, more recent critical responses have avoided the 
work’s possible implications and instead focused on its historical and creative functions. 
 To understand the full implications of this transition, we must look carefully at the 
separate installations and the ways in which they interact with their unique display spaces. 
Each gallery, library, historic site, warehouse, and museum positions the project within new 
historical, social and exhibitionary contexts. The institutional narratives and surrounding 
displays (or lack thereof) draw out different themes and meanings from Xu’s work. By 
unpacking the critical responses to the installation and examining the spatial and narrative 
changes that might have sparked their varying perceptions, I have shown how context can 
influence reception of artistic displays. Whether an institution places restrictions on an art 
project or tries to accommodate the work to the best of its abilities, the power of the 
narratives established in the carefully constructed exhibition spaces and textual labels 
remains extensive enough to influence the critical and scholarly perception of an artist’s 
work. If display space can have such a powerful impact on one artist’s project, it will 
certainly hold such power over others. 
  
Figure 1. Fact. 2000. From Wu 
Contemporary Chinese Artists
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Figure 2. Longing. 2000. Available from: 
http://ducis.jhfc.duke.edu/archives/tobacco/theproject/homestead/sketch04.html
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Figure 3. Traveling Along the River
http://ducis.jhfc.duke.edu/archives/tobacco/theproject/homestead/sketch02.html
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. The Language of Smoke. 2004. From 
of Tobacco.” Duke Magazine
http://www.dukemagazine.duke.edu/dukemag/issues/070805/tobacco2.html
1, 2012. 
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Figure 5. Honor and Splenor. 2004. From Lisa Movius, “Report from Shanghai: Where 
There’s Smoke” Art in America (2005). 
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Figure 6. Light as Smoke and detail. 2011. Available at: http://www.gg-
art.com/news/photoshow/89582l1.html. Accessed April 1, 2012. 
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Figure 7. Book from the Sky. 1987-1989. Available at: 
http://www.artspeakchina.org/mediawiki/index.php/Go_Live_Announcement. Accessed 
April 1, 2012. 
  
Figure 8. Duke Family Living Room Display. Photograph: Author.
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Figure 9. Tobacco Museum display scroll. Photograph: Author. 
http://www.blackbird.vcu.edu/v10n2/gallery/ravenal_j/xu-bing.shtml 
 
  
Figure 10. General Store with Manager Displa
Fig. 7). Photograph: Author. 
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Figure 11. Window on Pudong. 2004. In Wu Hung, ed., Xu Bing: Yancao jihua 
徐冰：烟草计划 [Xu Bing: Tabacco Project] (Beijing: Zhongguo remin daxue chubanshe, 
2006/7), 85.
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